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Since the Great Recession, nearly every state has taken steps to modify their public pension 
plans. The issue briefs described below document recent changes in cost-of-living adjustments, 
employee contributions and plan design, and a compendium provides detailed descriptions of 
these and other recently approved legislative enactments to state retirement plans.  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

States that have modified COLAs 2009-2012 

Current Retirees           New Hires Current Employees + New Hires 

States that have increased employee contributions since 
2009 

Public pension cost-of-living 
adjustments (COLAs) have 
received increased attention 
as many states look to reduce 
the cost of benefits amid 
challenging fiscal conditions 
and the current low-inflation 
environment. Since 2009,  
a majority of states has 
modified COLAs affecting 
retired members, current 
employees, and/or future 
employees. 
www.NASRA.org/COLAbrief  
 

Nearly all employees of  
state and local government  
are required to share in the  
cost of their retirement  
benefits. Thirty-five states  
(and Puerto Rico) recently  
have increased employee 
contribution rates. While  
some changes affect new  
hires only, many states have 
required current employees  
to contribute more. 
www.NASRA.org/contributionsbrief   
 

http://www.nasra.org/COLAbrief
http://www.nasra.org/contributionsbrief
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For More Information  
www.nasra.org 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE RETIREMENT ADMINISTRATORS 
202.624.1417 

nasra.org/contact 

States that administer CB or DB+DC plans as mandatory or optional 
primary retirement benefit for general or K-12 educational employees 

Most public pension plans  
are hybrid in nature, in that 
some degree of risk is borne 
either formally or de facto by 
both employers and their 
employees. 
www.NASRA.org/sharedriskbrief 
Although cash balance and 
combination DB/DC plans—
two specific types of hybrid 
plans—have been in existence 
in the public sector for 
decades, these plan designs 
also recently have been 
adopted in a number of states.   
www.NASRA.org/hybridbrief   
 

In recent years, nearly every 
state has made meaningful 
changes to their pension 
benefit structures, financing 
arrangements or both. 
Detailed descriptions of 
recent legislative pension 
enactments by subject, and 
those made specifically to 
restore or preserve state 
plan sustainability, can be 
found at: 
www.NASRA.org/reform.  
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